
Miss Lacuna
Data Sheet

A general documentation of information on the Vtuber known as Miss
Lacuna.

Basics

★ Name: Miss Lacuna.
★ Type: Vtuber.
★ Avatar: Cyberpunk themed humanoid panda.
★ Streaming Platforms: Twitch (Streams), Youtube (VOD).
★ Affiliation: Independent content creator.

Personal Details

★ Age: 22.
★ Nationality: Korean.
★ Height: 5 foot (1.53 meters).
★ Cup Size: 28K (US)
★ Body type: Sticc .1

Content

★ Stream Content: Video games, just chatting (called Panda
Prattle).

★ Content Type: Variety streamer.
○ Has an affinity for first person shooters, strategy games,

multiplayer games.
★ Time: Usually from 6pm est to 2am est.

Fun Facts

★ Lacuna is mute due to a stroke from her childhood.
○ Uses a text to speech, known as a TTS, program to

supplement her lack of a voice.
★ Her community is known as the Embarrassment .2

★ Lives in the United States cesspool known as Florida, but no
other information is known.

2 Also the real world term for a group of pandas.

1 Slang for a petite lady with big breasts, but no hips or butt.



★ Catchphrase is “Hee Hee”, due to the frequency of those words
being typed into the TTS.

★ She has a strangely proficient sense of memory, able to
remember the first stream a member of chat showed up to.

★ Often laments about her breasts, mostly about their size and
the problems they bring.

○ Some examples include: Prices of bras , physical pain, ill3

fitting clothes.
★ Subconsciously strips in her sleep, often leading to her

confusion.
○ The leading theory is that she gropes herself in her

sleep.
★ Refuses compliments and praise.

○ Often argues with her Embarrassment over being “put
on a pedestal”.

★ Her breasts are continuing to grow, much to her chagrin.
○ She mentioned it a few times when lamenting about

having to spend money on bras or when talking about
her ideal body type.

★ Has a secret fetish for cow print clothes.
○ Learned from a conversation with a streaming friend.

★ Only wears a bra in public.
○ Has mentioned that she immediately removes it when

she reaches her apartment.
★ Used to be a Fleshtuber before becoming a Vtuber.4

○ Quit because of a stalker.
★ Has snapped one bra in her lifetime, caused by her large

breasts and bra strain from movement.
★ Allegedly has sensitive, inverted nipples.

○ Has since deleted the posts referencing it, most likely
out of shame and embarrassment.

★ Has an affinity for babies, most likely from a high hormone
amount, which is also responsible for her breast size .5

★ The Embarrassment is 80% male.
★ As of the writing of this document, She is in her last year of

college.
★ Lives alone.

○ Laments about her rent situation, sometimes leading to
the Embarrassment having to bail her out.

5 Hormones are responsible for producing pheromones, which is how babies identify
suitable mothers, and vice versa.

4 Slang for a person who streams with a face cam, not a model.

3 Bras in her size usually cost $80-$120.



○ Has a distrust with her landlord, due to his frequent
moments of letting himself in whenever he desires.

★ Is bi-sexual.
★ Has cosplayed as Tifa Lockhart, due to striking visual

similarities.
○ The embarrassment often compares her to Tifa, much

to her chagrin.
★ Has mentioned fear about her breasts potentially producing

milk, causing a recent bout of sexual harassment.
○ Has since deleted the related post, most likely out of

fear of further harassment.
★ Has a few superfans, some in particular being very annoying.
★ She likes to receive fan art.

Parting Words

This is just what I can think of and reference off the top of my head. I
have missed a lot of information. Please do not harass Miss Lacuna with this
information, she’s a good person who deserves respect. I may make an
updated document if juicer information pops up.


